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report (in July) to complete a couple of
activities within each of these each day.
Photographs of these can be taken and placed
on Seesaw to show what they have done.

The total amount raised by our school for
Children In Need was £343.24. Thank you to
everybody who contributed to raising this sum of
money!
(ii)

Visit the Covid Classroom section of the school
website – and look for activities that would
interest and inspire your child.

(iii)

Contact your child’s class teacher – via
Tapestry (Reception) or Seesaw (Year 1 to
Year 6) – to inform them of the likely length of
your self-isolation so that work can posted on
here for you to access during this period.

New School Telephone System
A few weeks ago, we informed you that the
school was having a new phone system
installed. By having a separate line to make
outgoing calls, there have been fewer occasions when the
phone line has been engaged or the phone has continually
rung without being answered.
The full switch over is expected to take place on Monday –
during the morning. The school telephone number remains
unchanged, but the voicemail message and the sounds
(including menu options) that you may hear when you call
the school will change.
If there is nobody in the office to answer your call, you will
still be able to leave a voicemail message. However, we will
also be able to make and receive multiple phone calls –
which should mean that calls made between 8:30am and
3:30pm are answered more swiftly.

We have received and set up the first 16 of the 46 extra
devices that we have requested through the Department for
Education’s “Get Help With Technology Service Scheme”. If
you have requested a device to support with your child’s
education at home – but have not been contacted to collect
one of these first 16 devices – please feel reassured that you
will be contacted once the extra devices are delivered to
school. Unfortunately we do not have a date for this yet!

Parents’ Evening
We hope that those parents and carers who
have taken up the option to have a
conversation – either over the telephone, via
a Google Meet (video chat) or using Seesaw –
with their child’s class teacher this week have found these
very useful and informative.
Whilst schools are having to restrict the number of visitors
on site and avoid face-to-face meetings wherever possible,
we realise that we can’t replace key aspects of Parents’
Evening: such as the opportunity to browse through your
child’s work books and look at the displays that showcase
some of our pupils best work.
However, by still providing you with the opportunity to find
out how your child has settled into school this term, discuss
what they have achieved already and share any concerns,
we hope that you feel knowledgeable and confident about
how your child is progressing and what they need to do to
make further progress over the next few weeks and
months.
Please remember, should your child need to stay off school
to self-isolate for any reason, they should:
(i)

In the first instance, use the activity books
that were sent home with the end of year
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Anti-Bullying Week
As this week is Anti-Bullying Week
throughout the UK, all of the children in
school have been taking part in lessons
focusing on different aspects of bullying; and sharing how
this type of behaviour affects children (and adults).
As parents and carers, the most important things that you
can do to help your child to understand, help prevent and
deal with bullying are to:
-

Know what your child is learning about bullying at
school (so you can talk to them about this);
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-

Encourage and support them in trying out the skills
they are learning at school;

-

Model using non-bullying behaviour yourself, and
showing respect for other people.

Children are programmed to learn by watching, by trying
out what they see others doing and by repeating behaviour
that is rewarded. It is often said: “Don’t worry that your
children are not listening to a word you say – worry that
they are watching everything you do!”
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Bikes and Scooters
Over the next two weeks, the roofing company will
be moving off site and we will be able to safely
reopen the bike shed to any pupils who wish to
bring their bike or scooter to school.
In order to avoid this becoming an area where people may
congregate, we will be asking those children (and adults) who
do bring a bike or scooter to school, to:
(i) Disembark as they arrive at the main school gates and check
that there is nobody else using the bike shed;
(ii) When it is clear to do so, walk to the bike shed with their
bike or scooter;
(iii) To place their bike away from any others that are there;
(iv) To walk back to the turning circle – through the large gates
– and wait at the front of school and/or enter the school
building through their designated entrance.
At the end of the day, any pupils who leave the school via the
playground can collect their bike or scooter on their way past.
All other pupils will be asked to follow the one way system
around the side of the school, up the steps (or ramp), to the
bike shed. Once again, it is vital that people – adults and
children – maintain social distancing at all times.
We aim to have the playground floor markings redone by this
date to help remind people about this new procedure.
Start Of The School Day
This week we sent a reminder to the families of
the older children who attend our school:
We appear to have an increasing number of children
arriving early for school - some as early as 8:15am.
When the children are arriving before these times, they are
largely left unsupervised, congregate under the large oak tree
at the front of the school and we have had some reports of
inappropriate and antisocial behaviour during this time period.
If you could ensure that - if your child walks to school alone they do not leave home until a suitable time, it would be much
appreciated. Thank you!
If you were to witness any antisocial or inappropriate
behaviour by any of our pupils – especially at times of the day
when they are wearing their school uniform (and so our
Behaviour Policy is still enforceable) – we would hope that you
would feel confident to report this, either by telephone or by
emailing the school: sec.haltonlodge@halton.gov.uk or
head.haltonlodge@halton.gov.uk.
If you have a child in Year 3 and wait on the school playground
for 10 minutes after dropping a sibling off in Year 1, Year 2,
Year 4 and/or Year 6 could you please ensure that your
children are mindful that the school day has started and the
children in a number of classrooms have already started their
lessons.
With this in mind, it is important for the children to stay away
from the school building (as the windows to the classrooms
are open to aid ventilation), they do not use any school
equipment (as this is allocated to each class) and they remain
on the upper playground. It is also vital for families to
maintain social distancing during this time – which we have
shortened as much as possible.
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